Mark Jones notes that magnesium is in short supply. Sadly, lots of things are right now. So what’s different about the magnesium situation? Mark explains it is due to China’s commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and he believes it is the first time chemical production has been shuttered for that reason.

John Hillenbrand, retired vice president, PET Engineering and Development for Graham Packaging, focuses his One-Minute Mentor on the power of personal influence. He says that while you shouldn’t make a personal crusade of every issue, there are times to leave your swim lane and speak up.

In his 5th Quarter, Mark Cesa yearns to return to the Queen K Highway in Hawaii. Find out why that highway holds so much appeal for Mark, and how his work as an IUPAC officer led to an easier transition to retirement.

We’re On the Road Again with Mary Virginia Orna, and she has a bone to pick with Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky International Airport. And there must be something about San Diego, because it is mentioned far more often than any other city by On the Road Again contributors as the preferred venue for ACS meetings. Mary Virginia has some suggestions on things to do in San Diego for the lucky ones going to ACS Spring 2022.
Please share your experience with our newsletter in this 2-3 minute survey. In appreciation of your time, after you complete the survey, you will have the opportunity to enter a sweepstakes* for one of three $50 USD electronic Visa gift cards.

**ACS MEMBER COMMENT**

Mark Jones explains that the global magnesium shortage is not a supply chain issue, rather, it's due to China's commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. [Go to Article](#)

**ONE-MINUTE MENTOR**

John Hillenbrand says that while you shouldn't make a personal crusade of every workplace issue, there are times to leave your swim lane and speak up. [Go to Article](#)

**THE 5th QUARTER**

Mark Cesa yearns to return to the Queen K Highway in Hawaii. Find out why that highway holds so much appeal for Mark, and how his work as an IUPAC officer led to an easier transition to retirement. [Go to Article](#)

**ON THE ROAD AGAIN**
Mary Virginia Orna has a bone to pick with Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky International Airport. Go to Article
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Last Chance to Submit - CERM 2022 Abstracts

The deadline to submit an abstract for the Central Regional Meeting is Monday, March 7!

Present your research with fellow chemists in the Central Region June 7-10. The meeting will bring together chemists from across the region and include technical symposia, workshops, posters, and more!

Visit the website to find a list of the programming divisions and planned symposia open for submissions.

Don't delay; submit your abstracts by Monday, March 7.

Submit an Abstract for the Middle Atlantic Regional Meeting

The deadline to submit an abstract for the Middle Atlantic Regional Meeting is Monday, March 7. MARM 2022 will feature engaging and inspirational programming that will provide participants with new learning and networking opportunities. Submit your abstracts by March 7.

Industry leaders are invited to partner in this exciting endeavor as a meeting sponsor. New this year are sponsorship levels that may offer additional opportunities to align with your specific corporate philanthropy goals: A Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Respect Sponsorship and two sponsorship levels that provide student participation: the 10-Student Sponsorship and the Two-Student Sponsorship. The deadline to submit your sponsorship applications is March 15.
ACS Fall 2022 Abstract Deadline – March 14

Submit your abstracts for oral and poster presentations for ACS Fall 2022. The theme, Sustainability in a Changing World, will be at the core of programming. Sessions for the hybrid meeting will be held in Chicago, IL, and virtually, August 21 - 25, 2022. Those who wish to submit an abstract will have the option of selecting a virtual or in-person presentation during abstract submission.

Visit the [website](https://app.connect.discoveracs.org/e/es?s=341921710&e=594378&elqTrackId=efd74c1a1b7a40299e524d6e5aa03bea&elq=35787793dbc64a11bde35787793dbc64a11bde35787793dbc64a11bde) to find a list of the programming divisions and planned symposia open for submissions.

The deadline to submit abstracts is Monday, March 14.

Industry Programming During ACS Spring 2022

Discover the latest advances in science with over 11,000 oral and poster technical presentations and network with more than 8,300 chemical professionals, educators, and students during ACS Spring 2022.

- Discuss new products and ideas, brainstorm solutions to business challenges, get career advice, and more during [ACS In-Person Connect](https://app.connect.discoveracs.org/e/es?s=341921710&e=594378&elqTrackId=efd74c1a1b7a40299e524d6e5aa03bea&elq=35787793dbc64a11bde35787793dbc64a11bde35787793dbc64a11bde35787793dbc64a11bde35787793dbc64a11bde).

- Unwind and connect with fellow meeting attendees from across the chemical enterprise during the [Industry Networking Reception](https://app.connect.discoveracs.org/e/es?s=341921710&e=594378&elqTrackId=efd74c1a1b7a40299e524d6e5aa03bea&elq=35787793dbc64a11bde35787793dbc64a11bde35787793dbc64a11bde35787793dbc64a11bde35787793dbc64a11bde).

- Discover [industry focused symposia](https://app.connect.discoveracs.org/e/es?s=341921710&e=594378&elqTrackId=efd74c1a1b7a40299e524d6e5aa03bea&elq=35787793dbc64a11bde35787793dbc64a11bde35787793dbc64a11bde35787793dbc64a11bde35787793dbc64a11bde) brought to you by ACS Technical Divisions.

Visit the ACS Meetings & Exposition website to find a complete list of [industry focused programming](https://app.connect.discoveracs.org/e/es?s=341921710&e=594378&elqTrackId=efd74c1a1b7a40299e524d6e5aa03bea&elq=35787793dbc64a11bde35787793dbc64a11bde35787793dbc64a11bde35787793dbc64a11bde), networking opportunities, and register.